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ABSTRACT 
We provide new necessary and suffkient conditions for identifying generalized 
diagonally dominant matrices and obtain some criteria for judging nonsingular 
M-matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix, N ={1,2,. . .,n) I= (i I (aii( > 
Cj + ilaijl = Ai, i E N} # 0. When J = N, A is a strictly diagonally dominant 
matrix; then det A # 0 by the L&y-Desplanques theorem. 0. Taussky [l] 
once proved that if A is an irreducible matrix and laiil > Ai, i E N, then 
det A # 0. P. N. Shivakumar and K. H. Chew [2] showed that if Iaiil > Ai, 
i E N, and 
( *) there exists a nonzero element chain aii,a,l,z.. . aikP for any i E N - J 
where p E J, 
then det A # 0. Since an irreducible diagonally dominant matrix satisfies the 
above conditions, Shivakumar and Chew [2] generalized the results of [l]. 
Let A = (a,J be an n x n complex matrix. If there exists a positive 
diagonal matrix D such that AD is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, 
then A is a generalized diagonally dominant matrix (GDDM). 
Yi-ming Gao [3] proved that if A is a GDDM, or B = +(A + A*) is a 
GDDM with positive (or negative) diagonal elements, then det A # 0. More- 
over, he proved that if laiil lakkl > AiAk, 1~ i,k < n, or if A satisfies the 
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condition (*) stated in [2], then A is a GDDM. Thus Gao [3] revealed the 
common role of det A # 0 in [l] and [2]. Gao [4] also proved that if Ni = J, 
N,=N-Jandif 
(IUiil- “i)(l”jjl- Pj) a Picuj (1.1) 
for any i E N,, j E N,, where 
ai = C laijl, Pi = C laijl’ 
_i E N, _i E NZ 
j#i j#i 
then one has the following results: If all strict inequalities for any pair of 
indices hold in (1.1) or A is an irreducible matrix and strict inequality holds 
in (1.1) for at least one pair of indices, then A is a GDDM, i.e. det A # 0. If 
all “ > ” are changed to “ < ” in (1.11, then A is not a GDDM. 
In this paper let A = (aij) be an n X n complex matrix, N = (1,2,. . . , n}, 
i E N} # 0. If there exist N,, N, such that Ni U N, = 
(lUiil_ ‘Yi)(lajjl- Pj) 2 Piaj (1.2) 
for any i E N,, j E N,, where 
ai = C l”ijlT Pi = C l”ijl, 
_i E W .i E N2 
j#i j#i 
then we get the following results: 
(a) If all strict inequalities hold in (1.2) for any pair of indices or A is an 
irreducible matrix and strict inequality holds in (1.2) for at least one pair of 
indices, then A is a GDDM. 
(b) If all “ > ” are changed to “ < ” in (1.2), then A is not a GDDM. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the main results 
and their proofs. It is also shown in the remarks of Section 2 that the 
theorems in this paper are extensions of the main theorems in [I-4]. In 
Section 3 we give two examples to further illustrate the generalizations; 
moreover, we provide a method to choose the diagonal matrix D which 
makes AD a strict diagonally dominant matrix. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let A = (aij) be an n X n compk matrix, N = (1,2,. . . ,n), 
J = {i I lUiil > xj + JUijl = Ai, i E N} # 0, and M(A) = (mij) with 
mii = l”iil> 
rnij = - lUijl, i# j, 
i, j E N. lf there exist N,, N, such that Nl U N, = N and 
(l”~il-a~)(lujjl-Pj)>Piaj 
jbr any i E N,, j E N,, where 
(2.1) 
“i = C l”ijl> Pi = C l”ijlt 
j E % .ie% 
j#i j#i 
then A is a GDDM and M(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. 
Proof. Let Ai=Ej+iI~ijI, NIL_/, Nz=N-Nl, Hj=(IUjjI-Pj)/cYj, 
j E h’2, hi = pi /(IaiiI- ai), i E Nl. From (2.1) we know that Hi > hi for any 
i E N,, j E N,, so we choose d such that 
construct 
and write 
Then we have 
maxhi<d< minHj, 
i E N, .i E NZ 
D = diag{dildi = d, i E N,; di = 1, i E N,) 
A, = AD = (u!;‘). 
I&- A(;‘= d(k+ ai)- pi 
> h,(lu,,l-ai)-&= 
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for any i E N,, and 
Ay’ = daj + pj < Hjaj + pj = lajjl = laj;)l 
for any j E Nz, so A is a GDDM. From Chapter 6 (M35) in [5] we can get 
the result: M(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. n 
COROLLARY 1. lf there exist two positive diagonul matrices D and E such 
that DAE satisfies the condition (2.1), then A is a GDDM and M(A) is a 
nonsingular M-matrix. 
COROLLARY 2. lf there exist two nonsingular matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ satisfies the condition (2.1), then det A # 0. 
COROLLARY 3. If A is a matrix with positive (or negative) diagonal 
elements, and B = +(A + A*) satisfies the condition (2.1), then det A + 0. 
Proof. By the lemma in [3], we know that any eigenvalue pi of A 
satisfies inequalities 
since B satisfies the condition (2.1), so there exists a diagonal matrix D such 
that C = D-‘BD is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. Since B has 
positive (negative) diagonal elements, we get 
minhg>O (maxA,<O), i.e., Repi>O( CO), 
from which we get det A # 0. n 
COROLLARY~. lf there exist two nonsingular matrices P and Q such that 
B = PAQ is a matrix with positive (or negative) diagonal elements and 
C = i(B + B*) satisfies the condition (2.1), then det A + 0. 
Proof. By Corollary 3, we have 
detB=detPdetAdetQ#O, 
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so 
detA#O. 
REMARK 2.1. From [3] we know that if A satisfies the condition of the 
theorem in [2], then there exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that 
B = AD is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. Clearly B satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 1 in this paper. 
If A satisfies the condition laiil lajjl > AiRj, 1 =G i, j < n, we can see that 
there exists at most one row p such that lappI < AP and laiil > Ai, i Z p, 
i E N. We choose N, = (p}, N, = N - N,; then 
(lUiil- Lyi)(lU,,pl- p,)- apPi = l’iil lappI- lapploi - crpPi 
Z lcliil appI- ApAi > O, 
so the condition (2.1) in this naner is satisfied. Thus we extend the main 
* _ results in [l], [2], and [3]. 
THEOREM 2. Let A =(uij) be an irreducible matrix, J = Ii I luiil > 
Cj z iluijl = Aj, i E N} # 0. Zf there exist N,, Iv2 such that N, U N, = N, and 
Pj) a Piaj (2.2) 
fol any i E N,, j E N,, and if there exists strict inequality fm at least one pair 
of indices in (2.2), then A is a GDDM and M(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. 
Proof. Let Nl ~1, J = Ii I luiil > Ai, i E N), N, = N - N,, 
From (2.2) we know that Hj > hi for any i E N,, j E N,, and there exists 
strict inequality for at least one pair of indices, so we suppose maxi E N, hi > 
h,, choose d such that 
maxh,=d= min Hj, 
i E N, j E NZ 
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and construct 
D, = diag{dildi = d, i EN,; di = 1, i EN,) 
and write A 1 = AD, = (a!!‘). 
When i E N,, i f p, Ge have 
la’i;‘l- A(,!‘= d(laiJ- cq)- pi 
> h,(la,,l- q) - pi = 0; 
when i=pEN1, wehave 
> h,( la,,l- ap) - P, = 0; 
when j E N,, we have 
Ac,l) = daj + pj Q Hjaj + pj = lujjl = lu$f’l. 
So A, = AD, = (a$)) is an irreducible diagonally dominant matrix. From 
Theorem 3 in [4], we know that there exists N = U fzIM, in which 
Ml = i Iu$)l > A(:)= c Iu(:.‘I, i E N il , j#i M,=(illu~j)lfO,jEM,_,), 
We choose 
A(?) 
max I-<S,<l, 
i E M, 1 U'.f)J 
iEM,, 
t, 
Ia(f)l-(l-6,_,)rj’) 
max 
iEM, Ja!?)l 
<6,<1, 2<t<k-1, 
II 
where ril) = c I#, 
_iEM,-, 
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construct 
D, = diag(d,( d, = S,, i E M,, 1~ t < k - 1; di = 1, i E Mk}, 
and write A, = A, D, = (a!?) :I . 
When i E M,, we have 
when i E M,, we have 
> la!?)1 - ti?) = 0 It I ’ t =2,...,k -1; 
when i E Mk, we have 
So if we choose the positive diagonal matrix D such that 
D = D,D, = diag{d,ld, = da,, i E M, n N,; 
d,=6,,i~M,nN~(l~tdk-l); 
di = d, i E Mk n Nl, d, = 1, i E Mk n N,}, 
then A, = A, D, = AD, D, = AD is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, 
i.e., A is a GDDM. From Chapter 6 (M35) in [5], we can get the result: 
M(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. n 
COROLLARY 1. If there exist two positive diagonal matrices E and D such 
that B = EAD satisfws the condition (2.2), then A is a GDDM and M(A) is a 
nonsingular M-matrix. 
COROLLARY 2. If there exist two nonsingular matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ satisfws the condition (2.2), then det A Z 0. 
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COROLLARY 3. If A is a matrix with positive (or negative) diagonal 
elements, and B = +(A + A*) satisfies the condition (2.2), then det A # 0. 
Proof. By the lemma in [3], we know that any eigenvalue pi of A 
satisfies the inequalities 
Since B satisfies the condition (2.2), there exists a diagonal matrix D such 
that C = D- ‘BD is an irreducible diagonally dominant matrix. Because B 
has positive (or negative) diagonal elements, we get 
minA,>O (maxA,<O), i.e., Repj>O( CO); 
hence det A # 0. n 
COROLLARY 4. lf there exist two nonsingular matrices P and Q such that 
B = PAQ is a matrix with positive (or negative) diagonal elements, and 
C = k(B + B*) satisfies the condition (2.21, then det A # 0. 
Proof. By Corollary 3, we can get det B = det P det A det Q # 0, so 
det A # 0. W 
THEOREM 3. Let A=(aij) be an n X n complex matrix, and J= 
{i I laiil > Ai, i E N) Z 0. Zf there exist NI, N, such that NI U Nz = N, and 
(Iaiil- ai)(lajjl- Pj) G Piaj (2.3) 
fm any i E N,, j E N,, then A is not a GDDM and M(A) is not a nonsingular 
M-matrix. 
Proof. Just as in Theorem 1, from (2.3), for any i E N,, j E N, we have 
Hj < hi. We choose d such that 
maxHj<d< minhi, 
_i E 4 is N, 
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construct 
D = diag{d,ld, = d, i E N,; di = 1, i E N,}, 
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and write A, = AD = (u(f)). Then for any i E N,, we have 
For any j E N,, we have 
I$?) = daj + pj > Hjaj + pj = lajjl = lu;;)l; 
thus A, cannot be in a dominant row, so A, and A are not GDDMs, and 
from [5], we find that M(A) is not a nonsingular M-matrix. W 
REMARK 2.2. We obviously generalize the condition 
NI = {i I laiil > Ai, i E N} 
in [4] to 
N, E {i I laiil > Ai> i E N) 
in this paper. 
3. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
0 7 4 8 
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Obviously A is a reducible matrix which satisfies neither ]aii( > hi 
(1 Q i Q n) nor ]aii] ]akk] > AiAk (1 Q i, k Q n>, that is, A fails to satisfy the 
conditions of main theorems in [l], [2], and [3]. Since A fails to satisfy the 
condition (]aii]- ~J]u~~]-@~)> pioj for any i E Nl =(1,2,3}, j E Nz =(4}, 
A does not satisfy the conditions of the main theorems in [4] either. But A 
satisfies the condition of Theorem 1 in this paper, where N, = {1,2}, 
N2 = (3,4]. 
We choose 
pi 1 15 lajjl-Pj 4 
1:; lUiil-ai =~‘“=~‘JE~~~ aj =? 
and construct D = diag(g, $$, 1, 1). Then 
A,=AD= I 0 8 2 o 3 8 
0 7 4 
15 
7% 
Is 
28 
1 
1 
I 30 7 0 2 2 
0 F 2 2 
= 
0 45 zi 8 4 
,O 7 15 4 8 
is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, so A is a GDDM, det A # 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
6 1 2 1 
Clearly A is an irreducible matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 in 
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this paper, where NI = (1,2}, Nz = (3,4}. We choose 
lajjl-Pj 2 =- 
“i 3 
then M, = {l), M, = (21, M, = {3}, M, = (4). We choose 
I&l-(1-Q-~‘) 4-(1+)X2 
= 
l&l 4 
=$<S,=& 
la(,‘,)l-(l-8S,)r(31) 3-(1+)X2 
lu(313)l = 3 
+.<+$& 
6, = 1 
and construct D = diagI%, f&, $$, 1). Then 
I23 \ ( 23 6 
23 
A,=AD= 
12 
= 
0 3 3 1 E 0 
280 
11 p 
95 iz!l 144 144 1 
E - 287 
48 96 1 
0 EC 
96 
3 
is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, so A is a GDDM, det A # 0. 
The authors are much indebted to Professor Richard A. Brualdi and the 
referees for their valuable suggestions and kind help in revising this paper to 
make it a nwre substantial one. 
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